SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING
Positions in the Forest Products Industry

Below is a list of the high-demand careers the forest products industry needs to fill. For more information visit TheGreenestWorkforce.ca.

Manager, Energy & Environment

Other Job Titles: associate environmental engineer, senior manager energy & environment, senior energy & environment

Biologist

Other Job Titles: associate biologist, senior biologist, manager, biologist, bioinformatician, biological scientist, biologist, forest ecologist, forest
pathologist, naturalist, plant scientist, research biologist, wildlife biologist

Chemical Engineer

Other Job Titles: chemical technician, associate chemical engineer, apprentice chemical engineer, senior chemical engineer, manager, chemical
engineering, adhesives engineer, biochemical engineer, chemical engineer, environmental, chemical process engineer, chief process engineer,
engineer - coatings, environmental chemical engineer, process control engineer - chemical, pulp and paper engineer, waste treatment engineer

Civil Engineer

Other Job Titles: associate civil engineer, senior civil engineer, civil engineering technician, manager, civil engineering, civil engineer, construction
project engineer, environmental engineer, foundation engineer, materials and testing engineer - civil, pollution control engineer, survey engineer,
water systems engineer

Electrical Engineer

Other Job Titles: apprentice electrician, electrician technician, associate electrician, manager, electrical engineering, senior electrical engineer , chief
electronics engineer, chief electronics engineer, control systems engineer, displays and controls design engineer, electrical distribution engineer,
electrical engineer, electronics engineer, engineer, instrumentation, process instrumentation engineer, test engineer, electronics

Engineering Manager

Environmental Supervisor

Other Job Titles: environmental program development supervisor, manager, environment program, environmental program co-ordinator, natural and
applied sciences researcher, natural resources policy analyst, waste reduction program co-ordinator

Industrial Engineer

Other Job Titles: industrial technician, industrial engineer apprentice, industrial engineering associate, senior industrial engineer, manager, industrial
engineering, computer integrated manufacturing (cim) engineer, industrial efficiency engineer, industrial engineer, manufacturing engineer, plant
engineer, production engineer, quality control engineer, safety engineer, systems engineer - manufacturing

Mechanical Engineer

Other Job Titles: apprentice mechanical engineer, mechanical technician, associate mechanical engineer, senior mechanical engineer, manager mechanical engineering, acoustics and vibration engineer, building systems engineer, energy conservation engineer, engineer - power generation
hvac (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) engineer, internal combustion engineer, mechanical design engineer, mechanical maintenance engineer,
power plant engineer, refrigeration engineer
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